This study aimed to develop a detector with few physiologically-meaningful parameters, that could be capable of detecting pseudo periodic patterns. The algorithm is based in a signal detection based on a matched filter, and a threshold calculation based on robust statistics. The evaluation of the detector was performed under a corpus consisting in four sets. One set of human ECGs, one set of human PPG, one set of human Blood Pressure, and one set of rodent pseudo ECGs. The evaluation was performed with respect to the gold standard annotations, and was calculated in terms of sensitivity (S), positive predictive value (P) and F1 score (F). For the human ECG set of recordings, the detector had 99.9 S, 99.9 P and 99.9 F, for the human PPG set of recordings, the detector had 98.9 S, 99.2 P and 99.2 F, for the human Blood Pressure set of recordings, the detector had 100 S, 99.9 P and 99.9 F, while for the rodent pseudo ECG set of recordings the results where 100 S, 99.5 P and 99.8 F. All sets results are median values. The algorithm achieved promising results, in a broad set of recordings of very different nature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of cardiovascular diseases remains the leading cause of death on a global scale [1] . According to the World Health Organization, 17.9 million people died in recent years from cardiovascular disease, i.e 600,000 more people than the last report, representing 31% of global deaths.
The automatic analysis of pseudo periodic signals, such as those of cardiovascular origin, often relies on the detection of a synchronization pattern in order to perform a reliable estimation through averaging. In certain applications such as fetal ECG analysis or transmembrane action potential measurement, the automatic synchronization task can be a challenging problem by itself. The detections of heartbeats in the ECG can also be a challenging task, specially in those longterm and/or noisy recordings, with broad and sudden changes in rhythm and morphology. The success commonly relies on the a priori knowledge about the timing and morphologic description about the pattern to detect, therefore limiting the generality.
In the past two decades several cardiovascular pattern detectors were developed, e.g. ECG heartbeat detectors [2] , blood pressure pulse detectors, etc. Some of them adapted for noninvasive signals such as the ECG or the plethysmographic signal, but also for other invasive signals, such as the electrogram and blood pressure recordings, among others. Several of the developed detectors are freely available on internet [3] and were described in the literature [4] . All the reviewed algorithms are commonly adapted to an specific type of pattern/signal, making difficult or impossible the possibility of changing the target pattern and/or signal. As a consequence, these algorithms have a limited adaptation capacity to real life applications, where noise interference and large morphological changes in the signal/patterns often occur. The objective of this work is to develop and analyze an algorithm to detect impulsive and pseudo periodic patterns in cardiovascular signals given a small set of timing and morphological constraints.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. ECG Databases
The performance of the algorithm was evaluated in a data corpus consisting in four evaluation datasets. The first evaluation set is constituted by 12 ECG databases, grouped into 5 categories: normal sinus rhythm (NSR), arrhythmia (AR), ST and T morphology changes (STT), stress (STR) and long-term (LT). Details of the human set are shown in Table I where only Lead II or the first available was selected for experimentation. All the databases have expertreviewed QRS complex annotations, used as gold standard for the performance evalutaion. Overall, this evaluation set consists in 178 human ECG (hECG) recordings from 12 publicly available databases [3] [5], representing an exhaustive evaluation for QRS detectors. In order to obtain an evaluation set that was not overpopulated with neither database, 17 random recordings where taken from the 12 different databases described in Table I except in the ones where the total recordings where less than 17, in which cases the whole databases where evaluated. The algorithm was trained in a first evaluation set generated with this methodology, and finally evaluated in a second evaluation set created employing the same methodology.
B. Other cardiovascular signals
The second evaluation set consists in 5 human PPG recordings from the BIDMC [6] database, in which annotations where manually made for the PPG channel. The third evaluation set consists in 20 human blood pressure recordings from the 2014 Physionet/CinC Challenge [3] database, in which annotations where also manually made for the BP channel. The fourth evaluation set consists in 17 slices of pseudo ECG recordings, performed in explanted rodent hearts put through hipokalemia [7] where the signals taken where sliced in segments of approximately 1 minute in where both channels where stable and without significant morphological changes.
C. Algorithm Description
The algorithm proposed in this work is mainly based on the analysis of a detection signal calculated as
where p(n) (p hereafter) is a pattern of length N, and s the signal under analysis, of L samples length. This method is also known as the matched filter [4] , where p is the time reversed version of the pattern to detect. The matched filter is the maximum likelihood delay estimator (θ) of a pattern p immerse in a signal s with additive uncorrelated Gaussian noise. One of the limitations can be that p must be known a priori for each subject, which is an important drawback at the moment of designing and automatic algorithm. In this work we proposed to overcome this limitation with the use of an arbitrary and fixed generic pattern p. The pattern has to be such that could match disruptive segments of the signal under analysis indicating that patterns are located in those locations of the signal, thus having a similar effect to a passband filter where the central frequency is dependent of the pattern width, as shown in Figure 1 .
First the detection signal, a is calculated, using Equation 1 with a generic impulsive pattern calculated as
The generic pattern p was adopted to obtain a smoothed version of an impulsive signal of width N . As the pattern under search has impulsive characteristics, we hypothesize that its correlation with p will be higher than with the rest of the signal.
The detection signal a is then smoothed with an averaging low-pass FIR filter of integer length M = 1.2 * N , obtaining a. The purpose of this filter is to emphasize impulsive segments In the following block, all the maxima extreme values of a above a threshold t a = P 30 {a}, are located and stored in This algorithm is based on the assumption that the maximum values of the detection signal a where the pattern is not present will be significantly smaller than the ones where the pattern is present, thus making this difference a good metric to discern between pattern from non-pattern maximums. A restriction required for the values of b, is that the occurrence of two subsequent maxima must be greater or equal than a userdefined parameter m 0 , and the maxima found has to be greater than t a . The value of t a was calculated as the 30th. percentile of a, and was empirically adopted in order to remove all the maxima found that do not correspond to a pattern under search. Once all the relevant extreme values are stored in b, the algorithm continues with the calculation of t b , a second threshold used for the final impulse detection in signal a. The value of t b is calculated from h b , i.e. the curve defined by the histogram values of b. The histogram was calculated by counting occurrences over an ad-hoc equally spaced grid, with a grid step calculated as
e(l) = P q {b} , q = 1, 2, ..., 100
Note that h s is the median finite difference of an uniformly Figure 2 : s(n) and a(θ) with calculated threshold h s and the detections d. Note that the first of the two marked detections is discarded, even when it is above the calculated threshold value. This is due to the user defined temporal restriction between detections m o .
sampled percentile grid over the values of a. Equation 2 favors an adequate representation of h b , in order to perform the calculation of the final detection threshold t b which is calculated as the highest value that meets the conditions
with c(r) being the local maxima of h b , being the points in which h b crosses zero, and f (r) the indexes in which c(r) occur. Figure 3 shows h b with different grids taken from the recording ltstdb/s20571 (lead 2). The detection process concludes after storing the Z 0 detections in
The experimentation was performed with the user defined parameters in Table II . This parameters were defined using apriori knowledge [7] [4] of the physiological characteristics of the signals under analysis. The evaluation of the proposed algorithm was performed with respect to the gold standard annotations included in each database. It was calculated by means of the sensitivity, positive predictive value and F score for each recording. The median results for each set of the corpus were calculated for a global performance assessment. 
III. RESULTS
The median results for the four sets are summarized in Table  III . The median results for the hECG set taking the Lead II channel or the first channel if not found are compared with the 5th percentile with the same criterion and to the median results for the hECG set taking the best channel in each recording in Table IV . To test the robustness of the algorithm against bad selections of the parameter N , in Table V are the results or the algorithm with different N only through the mitdb, with a fixed m 0 = 300ms.
A difference in the m o parameter will result in the algorithm skipping patterns when m 0 turns too big, generating false negatives caused by the temporal restriction between patterns fixed by m o . This parameter should be defined as the shortest possible time in which two consecutive patterns could be found in the signal, and if this information is not available, should be set to zero.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we evaluated an algorithm for the detection of pseudo-periodic patterns, such as the QRS complexes in the ECG. The pattern description was made with two time parameters: the pattern duration (N ) and the minimum time between successive patterns (m 0 ). This algorithm was evaluated extensively in a broad set comprised of 178 human ECG (hECG) recordings of several types described in Table  I . In order to evaluate the utility of the algorithm beyond hECG, three other datasets were included in the performance evaluation.
The hECG set in which the algorithm was evaluated included a wide variety of ECG types, as shown in Table I . The results achieved for the hECG set were F = 99.92, showing that the algorithm outperforms two publicly available detectors that are representative of the state of the art, i.e. wavedet [8] and gqrs [3] for the MLII criterion. The performance achieved was compared with an upper performance bound (UPB), defined as best lead, which consists in selecting the best performing lead for each recording. Note that this is not an achievable performance, since the correct pattern location is required beforehand. However, this UPB is useful to show the possibility of algorithm improvement, just by improving the lead selection criterion.
The algorithm was also evaluated in three additional dataset: 1) a blood pressure set where the performance achieved was F = 99.89, 2) a plethysmographic set, achieving F = 99.17 and finally 3) a rodent pseudo ECG set, where F = 99.78. As is shown, the performance achieved is in the order of the achieved for hECG, suggesting that the algorithm has certain ability to generalize adequately to data not considered during its development.
This versatility can be achieved with the two user-defined parameters m 0 and N . The effect of N is shown in Table  V , showing the robustness of the algorithm in recordings where the width of the pattern under search is not an a priori knowledge or is uncertain. The effect of m 0 can be appreciated in Figure 2 in which is shown as the refractory period.
We evaluated the computational cost of the algorithm and compare against two publicly available detectors, i.e wavedet and gqrs. In this evaluation we processed a single recording of 24 hours from the ltafdb [3] and measured the elapsed time. Our algorithm processed the recording in 189.9s, the gqrs in 97.53s and wavedet in 330.36s. The three algorithms where tested in the same computer and in the same recording for a fair comparison (ltafdb/114). Note that the gqrs is coded in C language while wavedet and our algorithm are implemented in MatLab (The Mathworks, Inc). The processing time achieved by our algorithm outperforms wavedet, meaning that this algorithm has an acceptable computing performance.
The grid step calculated in equation 2 is needed for a good resolution of the histogram used in the algorithm and the final threshold calculation. The effect of several grid steps is shown in Figure 3 B-D. Note that situations B and D of this figure could result in a bad threshold calculation leading to the occurrence of false negatives and/or positives. However, in such scenarios, the algorithm is prepared to be assisted by an expert in the processing loop, correcting the automatically calculated threshold t b , in order to achieve performances similar to the ones reported in this article. This situation, despite possible, did not happen in any of the evaluated recordings.
The implementation of the proposed algorithm with more detailed results can be found in [9] for comparison and to reproduce the results presented in this work. The algorithm achieved promising results in a broad set of recordings of very different nature, with a moderate computational cost, and with only two physiologically meaningful parameters. These features make the presented algorithm suitable for pattern detection in cardiovascular signals.
